Abstract We discuss the equilibrium problem for a continuous bifunction over the fixed point set of a firmly nonexpansive mapping. We then present an iterative algorithm, which uses the firmly nonexpansive mapping at each iteration, for solving the problem. The algorithm is quite simple and it does not require monotonicity and Lipschitz-type condition on the equilibrium function. At the end of the paper, we present a numerical example and an application to power control in CDMA data networks.
Introduction
In recent years, equilibrium problems (EP) is an important subject that recently has been considered in many research papers. It is well known that various classes of optimization, variational inequality, Kakutani fixed point, Nash equilibrium in noncooperative game theory and minimax problems can be formulated as an equilibrium problem of the form (EP) [5] .
The typical form of equilibrium problems is formulated by means of Ky Fan's inequality due to Ky Fan's contribution to this field and is given as [5] : find x * ∈ C such that f (x * , y) ≥ 0 for all y ∈ C, EP( f ,C)
where C is a nonempty closed convex subset in R n and f : C ×C → R is a bifunction such that f (x, x) = 0 for all x ∈ C. The set of solutions of EP( f ,C) is denoted by Sol( f ,C). If f (x, y) = ⟨F(x), y − x⟩ where F is a mapping from C to C, then problem EP( f ,C) becomes the following variational inequality: find x * ∈ C such that ⟨F(x * ), y − x * ⟩ ≥ 0 for all y ∈ C, V I(F,C)
The set of solutions of V I(F,C) is denoted by Sol(F,C).
It is well-known that x * is solution of V I(F,C) if and only if it is the fixed point of the mapping Pr C (I − λ F), that is, x * = Pr C (x − λ F(x * )), where λ > 0 and Pr C is Euclidean projector on C. Under the assumptions that F is strongly monotone and Lipschitz continuous, the mapping Pr C (I − λ F) is strictly contractive over C, hence the sequence (x k ) k∈N generated by the projected gradient algorithm
converges to the unique solution x * of V I(F,C) [51] . If F is monotone and Lipschitz, the projected gradient algorithm may not be convergent. For example, suppose C = R 2 and F is a rotation with π 2 angle. It is obvious that F is monotone and Lipschitz. However, since ∥x k+1 ∥ ≥ ∥x k ∥ for all k, the sequence (x k ) k∈N generated by the projected gradient algorithm does not converge to the origin -the unique solution of V I (F,C) .
In order to deal with this situation, Korpelevich introduced in [21] an extragradient algorithm:
Under the assumptions that F is L− Lipschitz and monotone, λ ∈ (0, 1 L ), the sequences (x k ) k∈N and (y k ) k∈N convergence to the same point x * ∈ Sol(F,C).
This extragradient algorithm has been extended to equilibrium problem in [29] :
Under assumptions that f is pseudomonotone and Lipschitz-type continuous, the authors showed that the sequence (x k ) k∈N converges to a solution of EP( f ,C).
To avoid the Lipschitzian condition, the Armijo-backtracking linesearch has been introduced in [45] to solve V I(F,C). The authors used a hyperplane separating x k from the solution set. Then the new iterate x k+1 is the projection of x k onto this hyperplane. This method is also extended for pseudomonotone equilibrium problems in [1] .
Since all the above methods require monotonicity or pseudomonotonicity of function f , a natural question arises: Is it possible to solve equilibrium problems without the monotone and Lipschitz conditions on f .
To answer this question, we introduce an algorithm to the following equilibrium problem over the fixed point set: given a continuous function f : R n × R n → R satisfying f (x, x) = 0 for all x ∈ R n and a firmly nonexpansive mapping T :
where Fix(T ) = {x ∈ R n : T x = x}. The solution set of this problem is denoted by Sol( f , Fix(T )).
We note that, with T = Pr C , the problem EP( f , Fix(T )) becomes problem EP( f ,C). Moreover, in many cases, we deal with the equilibrium problems, of which constraint set C is implicitly given. Then, the basis method can not be applied effectively.
H. Iiduka and I. Yamada proposed in [14] a subgradient-type method for solving the problem (EP( f , Fix(T ))):
Step 0. Choose ε 1 ≥ 0, λ 1 > 0 and x 1 ∈ R n arbitrarily, and let ρ 1 := ∥x 1 ∥ and k = 1.
Step
)(x k ) arbitrarily and compute
Step 2. Update k := k + 1, and go to Step 1. The convergence of this algorithm was proved under suitable assumptions. One of them is the boundedness of the sequence (ξ k ) k∈N .
In [18] H. Iiduka considered the variational inequality problem over the fixed point set: Given C is a nonempty closed convex subset in R n and F : C → C is a continuous operator, T : C → C is a firmly nonexpansive mapping. The variational inequality problem over the fixed point set can be formulated as
The solution set of this problem is denoted by V I(F, Fix(T )). For solving this problem, H. Iiduka proposed a fixed point optimization algorithm:
Step 0. Choose x 1 ∈ C, λ 1 ∈ (0, ∞) and α 1 ∈ [0, 1) arbitrarily, and set n := 1.
, and compute x k+1 as follows:
Step 2. Update n := n + 1, and go to Step 1.
To prove the convergence of this algorithm, the condition:
The main goal of this paper is to extend the fixed points optimization algorithm for solving the problem (EP( f , Fix(T ))). The convergence of algorithm will be proved without the condition
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly explains the necessary mathematical background. Section 3 presents the fixed point optimization algorithm and proves that it converges to a solution of Problem (EP( f , Fix(T ))) under certain assumptions. Numerical results are provided in Section 4.
Mathematical preliminaries
A function g : R m → R is said to be τ−Hölder continuous if there exist Q > 0 and τ
then g is said to be Lipschitz continuous. It is obvious that any Hölder continuous function is continuous.
A fixed point of mapping T :
Any nonexpansive mapping is also continuous. We summarize some properties of the fixed point set of a nonexpansive mapping in the the following proposition:
Proposition 1 (see [11] ) Let C be nonempty, closed convex subset of R n and T : C → C be nonexpansive mapping. Then
(a) Fix(T ) is closed and convex; (b) If C is bounded then Fix(T ) is nonempty.
A mapping T : R n → R n is said to be firmly nonexpansive if
Mapping T is firmly nonexpansive if and only if it can be formulated as T = 1 2 I + 1 2 N where I is identity and N is some nonexpansive mapping. It is well-known that any firmly nonexpansive mapping is also nonexpansive.
Given a nonempty closed convex set C in R n . The metric projection onto C is defined as
The metric projection also can be defined by relation:
and therefore Pr C is firmly nonexpansive with Fix(Pr C ) = C. We summarize some properties of the nonexpansive mapping in the following proposition:
Proposition 2 (see [51] )
. , m) be nonexpansive mappings satisfying
∩ m i=1 Fix(T i ) ̸ = / 0. Then Fix(∑ m i=1 w i T i ) = ∩ m i=1 Fix(T i ) where w i ∈ (0, 1] and ∑ m i=1 w i = 1. (c) T : C → C
is firmly nonexpansive if and only if 2T − I is nonexpansive. Moreover, for given firmly nonexpansive mappings T
i : C → C (i = 1, 2, . . . , m) and w i ≥ 0 satisfying ∑ m i=1 w i = 1, ∑ m i=1 w i T i
is firmly nonexpansive.
We need the following technical lemma.
Lemma 1 (see [49] ) Suppose that (α k ) and (β k ) are sequences of nonnegative real numbers such that
3 Fixed point optimization algorithm
Assumption 1 We assume (A1) C ⊂ R n is a nonempty, closed convex set. (A2) T : C → C is firmly nonexpansive mapping with Fix(T
This paper discusses the following equilibrium problem over fixed point set:
Problem 1 Under Assumption 1, we are interested in
For solving Problem 1, we investigate the asymptotic behavior of the sequence (x k ) generated by the following algorithm:
Algorithm 1 (Fixed point optimization algorithm)
Step 0. Choose
Step 1. Given x k , compute x k+1 as follows:
Step 2. Update k := k + 1, and go to Step 1.
Then the sequences (x k ) and (z k ) generated by Algorithm 1 have following properties:
Proof (a) Since
We obtain ⟨v,
This implies that
Applying (2) with x := x k we have
On other hand, from τ−Hölder continuity of function f , it follows that there exist Q > 0 and τ ∈ (0, 1] such that
Combining (3) and (4) we have
by lemma 1, we have lim k→∞ ∥x k − x∥ exists for all x ∈ Ω . This implies sequence (x k ) bounded. As T is firmly nonexpansive, it follows that (z k ) is also bounded.
(b) By definition of firmly nonexpansive function, for all x ∈ Fix(T ), we have
Hence
Then, we have
The boundedness of (x k ) guarantees the existence of a subsequence (
Next we shall prove thatx ∈ Sol( f , Fix(T )). It follows from (5) and (2) that for all x ∈ Fix(T )
Hence,
, the boundedness of (x k ) and (z k ) and
From (6), we have
where
applying lemma 1, we obtain that the limit lim k→∞ ∥x k − x∥ exists ∀x ∈ Fix(T ). It implies that
where F : C → C is a continuous operator, we have the fixed point optimization algorithm for the variational inequality problem over the fixed point set (1), which is proposed in [18] . However, not as in [18] , the convergence of the algorithm is obtained without the condition:
is satisfied when we choose suitable parameters λ k (see Example 1). Analogously to [18] , the numerical results in Example 1 show that the
is not satisfied with a fast diminishing constant sequence such as
Hence, we will use a slowly diminishing constant sequence such as
Numerical examples
In this section, we present some numerical examples for Algorithm 1. 
where Pr D is the metric projection onto D = {x ∈ R 7 : ∥x − (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)∥ ≤ 1}. We note that f is not pseudomonotone and T is firmly nonexpansive mapping. Matrix B is positive defined, hence function f (x, .) is convex for all x ∈ R 7 . Choose x 1 = (1, 2, 0, 1, 2, 0, 1), α k = α, α ∈ (0, 1) and
. It is seen from Figure   1 and Figure 2 that when α := 1/2 and β = 1.1, 1.2, 1.5, (u k ) k∈N converges to 0 and when β = 2.0, 2.3 the sequence (u k ) k∈N does not converges to 0. Moreover, since ∥x k ∥ ≤ 1 and
. From above argument, it implies that all conditions of Theorem 1 are satisfied. Applying Algorithm 1 for problem EP( f , Fix(T )), we have the result in Table  1 . We use stopping criteria: ∥x k+1 − x k ∥ ≤ ε with ε = 10 −4 . 
Example 2
In this example, we will apply Algorithm 1 to the power-control problem for code-division multiple-access (CDMA) systems. We use the model, which was introduced in [15, 18] . Consider a network with n users. Let I := 1, 2, ..., n be the set of users and p := (p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n ) T is the transmit power of users. Let
where P max > P min ≥ 0 and put
The signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) of kth user can be expressed by a function of p as following
, where h k ∈ R is the channel gain for the kth user, σ 2 > 0 is the noise power, and N > 0 is processing gain.
Suppose that the utility of kth user is a function of p: where L and M are the number of information bits and the total number of bits in a packet, respectively, R k stands for the transmission rate for the kth user, and g(γ) := (1 − e −γ ) M is the approximate packet success rate (PSR). Let
is the required SINR for the kth user in the network. Let
for all p, q ∈ C, where (pˆk,
We have to choose the transmit power p * ∈ C in order to maximize the utility of users. Moreover, each user must achieve the required SINR. That is, find p * ∈ Sol( f ,C ∩ D). However, the set C ∩ D can be empty, for example, when the noise σ 2 is large or one of the users is too far from base station. In order to avoid this drawback, consider the the generalized convex feasible set [51] , C Φ , defined by
Since C Φ is the set of all minimizers of Φ over C, it cannot be expressed explicitly. Hence, we can not solve EP( f ,C Φ ) directly. We define the mapping N : R n → R n :
where Pr C is the metric projection onto C. Then, N is nonexpansive and
It can be seen that mapping T is firmly nonexpansive and Fix(T ) = Fix(N) = C Φ . We will apply the Algorithm 1 for problem EP( f , Fix(T )).
As in [18] we assume that L = 100, M = 100, R k = 10 4 bits/second, (k ∈ I), N = 100 and σ 2 = 10 × 10 −14 watts. Suppose that, for all k ∈ I, P min From Figure 4 we can see that the transmit power of the 1st user is low and the transmit power of the 9th user is high; in other words, transmitted powers are high when users are far from the base station. The algorithm stop after 175 iterations. The sequence (x k ) convergences to the solution x * of EP( f , Fix(T )), x * = (0.1309, 0.1000, 0.1243, 0.2472, 0.4008, 0.5801, 0.8101, 1.0000, 1.0000).
Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed the fixed point optimization algorithm for the equilibrium problem over fixed point set of firmly nonexpansive. The proposed algorithm does not require the monotonicity of bifunction. However, some convergence conditions are needed. The proposed problem can be applied for the equilibrium problem over set C, where C does not necessarily have explicit form. Finally, we have applied the algorithm to the power control problem for CDMA network and have presented the numerical examples for the transmit power. Numerical results have shown that with suitable choosing of parameters, the convergence conditions are satisfied and the proposed algorithm succeeds in approximating a solution of the proposed equilibrium problem.
